In this paper, combining count sketch and maximal weighted residual Kaczmarz method, we propose a fast randomized algorithm for large overdetermined linear systems. Convergence analysis of the new algorithm is provided. Numerical experiments show that, for the same accuracy, our method behaves better in computing time compared with the state-of-the-art algorithm.
Introduction
We consider the following consistent linear systems
where A ∈ R m×n with m ≫ n, b ∈ R m , and x is the n-dimensional unknown vector. As we know, the Kaczmarz method [1] is a popular so-called row-action method for solving the systems (1) .
In 2009, Strohmer and Vershynin [2] proved the linear convergence of the randomized Kaczmarz (RK) method. Latter, many Kaczmarz type methods were proposed for different possible systems 5 settings; see for example [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and references therein.
relaxed greedy randomized Kaczmarz (RGRK) method was proposed in [12] by introducing a relaxation parameter, which makes the convergence factor of RGRK method be smaller than that of GRK method when the relaxation parameter θ ∈ [ 1 2 , 1], and the convergence factor reaches the minimum when θ = 1. For the latter case, i.e., θ = 1, Du and Gao [13] called it the maximal weighted residual Kaczmarz (MWRK) method and carried out extensive experiments to test this method.
In this paper, inspired by dimensionality reduction techniques [14] , we propose a count sketch 15 Kaczmarz (CSK) method by combining count sketch [15, 16] and MWRK method. The convergence of CSK method is proved. Numerical experiments show that our method outperforms MWRK method in computing time.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some notations and the definition of count sketch are first given. Then, the CSK method is presented and its convergence is analyzed.
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Numerical experiments are given in Section 3.
The CSK method
Throughout the paper, for a matrix A, A (i) , A (j) , σ i (A), σ r (A), A F and R(A) denote its ith row (or ith entry in the case of a vector), jth column, ith singular value, smallest nonzero singular value, Frobenius norm, and column space, respectively. 25 We now list the definition of count sketch which can be found in [15, 16] . Next, we give our new method. For k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , do until satisfy the stopping criteria
the difference between Algorithm 1 and MWRK method is that we introduce the count sketch transform S. From [14] and [17] , we know that S can reduce the computation cost with keeping the most of the information of original problem. So, our method will behave better in runtime and a little worse in accuracy, which are conformed by numerical experiments given in Section 3.
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In the following, we provide theoretical guarantees for the convergence of the CSK method. A lemma is first given as follows, which plays a fundamental role in the convergence analysis.
and
hold with probability 1 − δ.
Theorem 2. Let S ∈ R d×m be a count sketch transform with d = O(n 2 /(δε 2 )) and x ⋆ = A † b be the solution of the systems (1) . From an initial guess x 0 ∈ R n in the column space of A T , for the 50 sequence {x k } ∞ k=0 generated by the CSK method, we have that
holds with probability at least 1 − 2δ.
Proof. From Algorithm 1, using the fact Ax ⋆ = b, we have
Taking the square of the Euclidean norm on both sides and applying some algebra, we get
Note that, from Algorithm 1,
Then
Substituting (5) into (4), we obtain
where the last inequality follows from the inequality SA 2 F ≤ n SA 2 2 .
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As explained in [11] , since x ⋆ = A † b ∈ R(A T ), by starting from an arbitrary initial guess x 0 in the column space of A T , we have from the algorithm that x k also doe for each k and hence, x k − x ⋆ is in the column space of A T , which indicates that
Exploiting the above inequality and (2), with probability 1 − δ, we have
Meanwhile, by (3), with probability 1 − δ, we have
That is, with probability 1 − δ, we have
Thus, combining (7) and (8), with probability at least 1 − 2δ, we get
Substituting (9) into (6), with probability at least 1 − 2δ, we have
which implies the desired result.
, where the latter is the convergence factor of MWRK method. So the convergence factor of CSK method is a little lager. This 60 is because introducing count sketch transform S produces additional errors for algorithm.
Numerical experiments
In this section, we mainly compare the CSK method and the MWRK method in terms of the iteration numbers (denoted as "IT") and computing time in seconds (denoted as "CPU"). We also report the iteration number speedup of CSK against MWRK, which is defined as
IT of MWRK IT of CSK , and the computing time speedup of CSK against MWRK, which is defined as
In all the following specific experiments, we generate the coefficient matrix A ∈ R m×n and the solution vector x ⋆ ∈ R n using the MATLAB function randn, and the vector b ∈ R m by setting b = Ax ⋆ and set d = n 2 . We repeat 50 experiments and all the experiments start from an initial vector x 0 = 0, and terminate once the relative solution error (RES), defined by satisfies RES ≤ 10 −6 , or the number of iteration steps exceeds 20000.
The numerical results on IT and CPU are listed in Table 1 . Here, it should be pointed out that the IT and CPU in Table 1 denote the means of IT and CPU of 50 tests. From Table 1 , we see 65 that the CSK method requires more iterations compared with the MWRK method. This is because the CSK method has larger convergence factor and hence converges a little slower, which is consistent with the analysis of Remarks 2 and 1. However, the runtime of the CSK method is less than that of the MWRK method, and the CPU speedup can be as large as 12.1839 in our experiments, which is consistent with the analysis of Remark 1. 
